Quantum information, through its various manifestations, exhibits significant departure from classical information. One such distinction is revealed by the negativity of conditional entropy, a feature which is impossible in the classical realm. Important contributions have been made vindicating the operational significance of quantum conditional entropy, one example being quantum state merging. However, a proper characterization of quantum conditional entropy has not been explored unlike the resource theory of entanglement. In the present work we characterize the density matrices having non-negative conditional entropy as convex and compact. We show the existence of a witness for the detection of a state having negative conditional entropy for bipartite systems in arbitrary dimensions. Furthermore, the utility of the characterization is buttressed through applications in important quantum information processing tasks.
Introduction-Quantum resource theories [1] , i.e., identification of fungible properties of quantum states for information processing tasks have garnered significant attention in recent times. There have been important contributions in the resource theory of entanglement [2] , coherence [3] , particleness [4] , incompatibility of measurements [5] , and quantum reference frames and asymmetry [6] .
These resource theories seek to identify quantum resources which can provide significant advantage over classical resources in information processing tasks. Quantum entanglement is certainly one of them, which marked a radical departure from the classical world and has since become imperative in quantum information processing.
However, not all entangled states qualify to be a resource in some information processing tasks. For e.g., under the standard teleportation scheme, only entangled states whose fully entangled fraction is above a threshold value are considered to be useful [7] . Therefore even within the set of entangled states one needs to identify distinctive features from an operational perspective.
One such distinctive feature is provided by the conditional von Neumann entropy, also known as the quantum conditional entropy [8] . The quantum conditional entropy for a quantum state ρ AB is defined as
where S(ρ) = −tr(ρ log ρ) is the von Neumann entropy of the state. Unlike its classical counterpart, the conditional entropy in the quantum realm can be negative [8] and thus can be exploited for quantum information tasks [8] . The operational interpretation of the negativity of conditional entropy has been provided in the content of quantum state merging [9, 10] , where negative conditional entropy is an indication of resources for future communication [9, 10] . Negativity of conditional entropy remains an indispensable resource for another seminal information processing task, namely quantum superdense coding [11] [12] [13] . Negativity of conditional entropy becomes all the more important because even entangled states can have non-negative conditional entropy. It also helps in reducing the uncertainty in predicting the outcomes of two incompatible measurements [14] . In a recent work we have also characterized states whose conditional entropy will remain non negative even after the application of global unitary operations. [16] In the resource theory of entanglement one can identify entanglement through witness operators [17] . Witness operators are Hermitian, a property that makes them useful in experimental implementations [17] . Detection of entangled states is made possible through the fact that separable states form a convex and compact set. This feature of separable states makes it possible to invoke the Hahn-Banach theorem from functional analysis [18] for separation through hyperplanes. Precisely, an entanglement witness is a Hermitian operator E W with at least one negative value such that, T r(E W σ s ) ≥ 0 ∀ separable states σ s and T r(E W ρ e ) < 0, for at least one entangled state ρ e [17] . Similar detection procedures have also been laid down for teleportation [7] and incompatibility of measurements [19] .
A pragmatic detection method thus becomes imperative for a quantum resource. In the present letter we focus on the negativity of quantum conditional entropy. As mentioned earlier, negativity of conditional entropy is an indispensable tool in several quantum information processing tasks. Conditional entropy is not an observable and hence it is not easy to detect its negativity. This entails a characterization of states pertaining to their conditional entropy. Here, we show that states having non-negative conditional entropy form a convex and compact set. Invocation of the hyperplane separation theorem thus allows for Hermitian operators which identify a quantum state with negative conditional entropy.
Our proofs are valid for any bipartite d ⊗ d system where d is arbitrary. We also provide for the decomposition of the operator in terms of polarization vectors and spin matrices to facilitate experimental realization. Applications in information processing tasks like superdense coding and state merging are demonstrated which further underscore our contribution.
In what follows below, we represent the set of all density matrices by B(H) and the set which contains all density matrices with non-negative conditional entropy by CVENN(conditional von Neumann entropy non-negative). The members of CVENN will be denoted by σ. A schematic representation of the CVENN class of states is shown in the Fig.1 .
Characterization of CVENN-The CVENN class possesses a very rich structure in terms of having the property of convexity and compactness, which is brought by the following theorem. Proof: CVENN is convex-The conditional von Neumann entropy is a concave function [20] . Consider two density matrices σ 1 , σ 2 ∈ CVENN, i.e.,
CVENN is compact-Inverse images of closed sets are closed under continuous mappings [18] . Conditional von Neumann entropy is a continuous function under trace norm [22, 23] . Therefore, in order to show that CVENN is closed, it is enough to show that the image set under conditional entropy is closed.
is the quantum mutual information between σ A and σ B , and is a non-negative quantity. Entropy of a d-dimensional system is upper bounded by log 2 d, so we have S(σ A ) ≤ log 2 d. Therefore, S A|B (σ AB ) ∈ [0, log 2 d]. Hence, CVENN, i.e., S −1 A|B (σ AB ) is closed. CVENN is bounded under trace norm as every density matrix has a bounded spectrum. Since we are considering finite dimensional Hilbert spaces, CVENN is compact.
Witness to detect negativity of conditional von
Neumann entropy-Due to the Hahn-Banach theorem, Theorem 1 implies that for every state with negative conditional von Neumann entropy, there exists a Hermitian operator that seperates it from CVENN. A characterization of the Hermitian operator is given below:
Proof: It is easy to verify that W is Hermitian and that for ρ AB , T r(W ρ AB ) < 0. Now, we show that ∀ σ ∈ CVENN, T r(W σ) ≥ 0. From the monotonicity of the relative entropy [20, 21] , we have,
Expanding the inequality we obtain,
On re-arranging the above we get, −T r(σlogρ AB ) + T r(σ B logρ B ) ≥ S A|B (σ) ≥ 0 and hence, T r(W σ) ≥ 0. Hence, the theorem.
We have also given an alternative prescription of a witness exploiting geometrical considerations (See Appendix). This geometric witness is optimal, on account of being tangential to the CVENN class.
Applications and Illustrations-Quantum State Merging-Let us start with a scenario where an unknown quantum state ρ is shared between two systems A and B. It is important to ask how much quantum communication is needed from A to transfer the full information of the state to B. This process of merging the missing information from one system to another is called state merging [9, 10] . We have seen that the quantification of this process is given by the conditional entropy S A|B (ρ) (if it is from A to B) of the system. In principle the value of this entropy can be positive
If it is positive, it means that sender needs to communicate this number of quantum bits to the receiver and if it is 0, there is no need for such communication. However the most interesting part is when it is negative. In this case the sender and receiver gain corresponding potential for future quantum communications between them.
Let us consider the Werner state [24] ρ W er = 0.99|φ + φ + | + 0.01 I 4 shared between the two parties Alice and Bob. According to the prescription in theorem (2) we construct a Hermitian operator W W er = −log(ρ W er ) + I ⊗ log(ρ W er B ), which is:
where a = 2.3063, b = 5.2983 and c = −2.9920. We thus obtain
The action of this witness on the Werner class of states is depicted in figure (2). Decomposition of witness-For implementation in a laboratory, it is important that the witness is decomposed in terms of local observables [17] . If we consider the witness (3), then we obtain the decomposition in terms of Pauli matrices given by
For example if we have polarized photons, one may take
. Using this basis, the witness can be decomposed as follows: 
However, note that since witnesses are not universal, it fails to detect states p ≈ 0.75 to p ≈ 0.85, although these states have negative conditional von Neumann entropy.
Super Dense Coding-In super dense coding, if Alice and Bob share an entangled state, then by sending a qudit she can enhance the classical communication capacity. The super dense coding capacity for a mixed state ρ AB in is given by [12] :
C AB is the amount of classical information that can be sent from A to B using a quantum resource.
Note that when the conditional von Neumann entropy is negative we can use the shared state to transfer classical communication greater than the classical limit of log 2 d bits. We call this as the quantum advantage over what we can achieve classically. Therefore, states with negative conditional von Neumann entropy give quantum advantage while performing superdense coding and our result will be useful in detecting such states. In addition, the dense coding capacity also obeys the exclusion principle in the case of multipartite systems and the negative conditional entropy plays an important role there [13] . The above discussion is exemplified by the illustration below:
Isotropic states of dimensionality d are states of the form:
where |Φ + is a maximally entangled state of two qubits:
The witness for such states is given by:
Here, we take an example of a 3 × 3 system. We construct the witness using the following state ρ iso = 0.8|φ + φ + | + 0.2 I 9 . The witness is given by
where a = 2.1704, b = 3.9069 and c = −1.7365. We test the witness against ρ iso and notice that it is negative as expected, indicating its utility in superdense coding.
T r(W Iso ρ Iso ) = −0.3764.
The witness does not give a negative value for all matrices with negative conditional entropy. Consider the state ρ t = 0.715|φ + φ + | + 0.285 I 9 which has negative conditional entropy. However, the witness above (formed from the state ρ Iso ) gives a positive value:
T r(W ρ t ) = 0.0172.
The behaviour of the above witness is shown in Fig. 3 The witness can be used to detect negative conditional entropy in a lab through the decomposition in terms of Gell Mann matrices, which are: 
The above witness W can easily be decomposed into the Gell-Mann basis, and is infact diagonal in the basis:
where a = 0.86825 and b = 3.3281. This facilitates the identification of negativity of conditional entropy in the lab.
Uncertainty Relations-The uncertainty principle [14] for two measurements X and Y performed on a quantum state was proved in [15] and is given by the following:
Here, H(X) and H(Y ) denote the Shannon entropy of the outcomes of measurement X and Y respectively when performed on any quantum state. c = max i,j | x i |y j | 2 where |x i , |y j are eigenvectors of X and Y respectively. The operational interpretation of Eq. 16 is as follows: Alice and Bob agree on two measurements X and Y . Bob prepares a state and sends it to Alice who measures, according to her choice, X or Y and reveals the outcome. Bob's aim is to prepare the initial state such that he reduces the uncertainty about the outcome revealed by Alice. By Eq. 16, whatever state Bob prepares, H(X) + H(Y ) will be at least log 2 1 c . However, note that if Bob has access to quantum memory, he can prepare a state that is maximally entangled with the memory and send it to Alice, then apply the same measurement that Alice picks on his own memory, and can guess Alice's outcome with full certainty. Hence, the above inequality does not hold in the presence of quantum memory. A new uncertainty relation taking into consideration quantum memory [15] is the following:
where ρ AB is the combined state of Bob's quantum memory and the subsystem he sends to Alice. H A (X|B) and H A (Y |B) are the entropies of measurements X and Y when performed on the A subsystem of ρ AB in the presence of quantum memory B and are calculated as shown in [15] .
Here we notice that whenever S A|B (ρ AB ) is negative, by Eq. 17, Bob's prepared state beats the original uncertainty bound of Eq. 16. In other words, by our characterization of CVENN, we make it possible to experimentally witness states that have the ability to utilize the available quantum memory in reducing the uncertainty of measurement outcomes. Among these states, are the states with S A|B (ρ AB ) ≤ log 2 c, for which the uncertainty bound becomes trivial: H A (X|B) + H A (Y |B) ≥ 0 (Bob guesses Alice's state with full certainty). Fig. 4 depicts this classification of states for a given measurement set X and Y .
Summary-Conditional von Neumann entropy plays an important role in quantum information processing tasks like superdense coding, state merging, secret key rate and uncertainty relations with quantum memory. However, a characterization of the resource was lacking unlike entanglement. In the present paper, we found that the states having non-negative conditional entropy form a convex and compact set. This allows for the construction of Hermitian operators to witness states with negative conditional entropy.
We have provided a prescription for the construction of the witness and exemplified its action on certain states. This underscores the utility of our prescription pertaining to informational tasks. Decomposition of the witness in terms of local observables further facilitates pragmatic implementation. However, one must note that our witness can only be constructed if the state is of full rank [25] . Nevertheless, since the set is compact and convex, other witnesses can be constructed, one of which is shown in the appendix.
The present work also raises some pertinent questions for future research. An extension of the work in multipartite systems is a significant area to probe upon. Further constructions of witnesses is another area that warrants attention.
APPENDIX
Geometric Witness for CVENN: A witness operator for a given set S is defined as a Hermitian operator W with atleast one negative eigenvalue such that (i) T r(W σ) ≥ 0 ∀ σ ∈ S and (ii) ∃ ρ / ∈ S such that T r(W ρ) < 0.
We show that an operator constructed in the same fashion as one that witnesses entangled states from the class of separable states( [26] , [27] , [28] ) in fact acts as a witness for all convex and compact sets, and thus also for CVENN. In the proof that follows, . refers to the Frobenius norm and A, B = T r(A † B). We have A = A † , A Theorem 3 Geometrically, a witness operator W n separating state ρ s from any convex and compact set S is given by,
Since CVENN is convex and compact, it follows that W g acts as a witness for CVENN.
Proof: To find a witness operator W g separating a state ρ s from CVENN, given that σ c is the closest CVENN state to ρ s , we proceed as follows: We consider a function F (χ) = χ − σ c , σ c − ρ s defined for all density matrices χ. We show that (i) ∀ σ ∈ S, F (σ) ≥ 0 and (ii) ∃ ρ / ∈ S such that F (ρ) < 0. We then find the W g such that T r(W g χ) = F (χ) ∀ χ, and thus find the witness W g .
(i) To prove that the F (σ) is non-negative for all σ ∈ S, we assume otherwise:
Within this assumption, we consider two cases. Intuitively, these two cases correspond to having an (i) obtuse or right angle between σ c − σ and ρ s − σ and having an (ii) acute angle between them as shown in Fig (5) and Fig(6) .
Here, we show that σ is closer to ρ s than σ c , hence leading to a contradiction.
Consider the expression,
which can be rewritten as follows:
We know that σ = σ c , as that would make the initial assumption 18 untrue. Hence, the first term is always positive by definition of inner product and the second term is non-positive by the assumption in Case 1.
Hence, we have ρ s − σ c , ρ s − σ c − ρ s − σ , ρ s − σ > 0 or ρ s − σ c , ρ s − σ c > ρ s − σ , ρ s − σ . Therefore, ||ρ s − σ c || > ||ρ s − σ ||, which is a contradiction.
Case 2: ρ s −σ , σ c −σ > 0. Here, we show that there will exist a point σ such that ρ s − σ , σ c − σ = 0. Thus, Case 1 is satisfied and following the argument present there, σ will be closer to ρ s than σ c , and a contradiction is attained.
Since, σ ∈ S and σ c ∈ S, by the convexity of the set S, we have: ∀λ ∈ [0, 1], λσ c + (1 − λ)σ ∈ S.
Consider λ = σ −ρs,σ −σc σ −σc,σ −σc . By the assumption in Case 2, the numerator is positive, and by the definition of inner product, the denominator is positive. Therefore λ > 0. We also have λ = σ −σc+σc−ρs,σ −σc 1− σ −σc,ρs−σc σ −σc,σ −σc , and by the initial contradiction assumption, the second term is positive, hence λ < 1.
Therefore, λ ∈ (0, 1). Consider a state σ = λ σ c + (1 − λ )σ . Notice that this point belongs to the set S and ρ s − σ , σ c − σ = 0, therefore satisfying Case 1. Thus both cases lead to a contradiction rendering the initial assumption untrue and all points σ in S satisfy σ − σ c , σ c − ρ s ≥ 0.
(ii) To show that ∃ρ / ∈ S | F (ρ) < 0, we consider the point ρ s itself, which we wish to separate. It is easy to see that F (ρ s ) gives a negative value:
We now find the witness operator W g such that T r(W g χ) = χ − σ c , σ c − ρ s = T r((χ − σ c )(σ c − ρ s )). On solving the above, W g = T r(σ c ρ s − σ 2 c )I + σ c − ρ s . On normalising, we get W g as mentioned in Theorem 3. Now, it remains that we find σ c , the closest CVENN state to ρ s . Note that trace distance ||ρ s − σ|| is a convex function in σ for a fixed ρ s , and it needs to be opti-
